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Beautiful Eyes
 
You know, how beautiful your eyes pierced my heart deeply
 
eyes are windows of the soul, don't you know
 
your  eyes as depth an ocean
Who can explore it
 
Sparkles of your eyelashes
Hunts my heart, time and again
 
Thy eyebrows are the crystal as the moon
Lovely, deeply, widely starkly black
 
Thy eyes as depth as an ocean
Watch in your eyes
My own dreams reflected
 
Flash your eyes; I see a rainbow in them
Float down in your eyes
Who can explore it
 
I found the pearls deep in the ocean of your eyes
Twinkling on eyelashes
As shedding of the beads of pearls
 
I get stuck for word- no word
Cease to be drops here
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Endless Night
 
Oh endless night, i sit alone,
Silence of darkness hunting softly
 
Tantalizing night drifts slowly,
Dark clouds embrace the moon
 
My soul shed delicate bleeding,
Dazzling dew drop falling from eyes
 
All walk of life sorrow is surrounding,
Mussel of smile, I hide a pain
 
Strength of heart, endless darkness turns it weak,
Sadness of life make a big hole
 
In ever way of life drifts away,
But there is light of hope, that will raise again.
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Flame Of Love
 
Life with love fills hope in life,
Life devoid of love is like tree of thorns
 
As ocean of love flow inside deeply,
Hold rope of love ever you would be king
 
Life is not only good and evil,
Life is love divine gift of God
 
Love is shadow of God residing in every heart,
Who feel this turn Godly and while who against it turn evil
 
Kindle the soul with the light of love,
Drown yourself in color of love
 
Life is short love is longer,
Hold tight the boat of love
 
Spread your wings scale a new height,
Spark of thy changes the life
 
Man is beast without a love
Both together make life strong
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Gloomy Night
 
Night is colorful, touch the music of my soul
 
Tantalizing darkness, it is precisely time to sit
 
O beautiful night
 
Sing my song upon the sky
 
Come thee, set me on fire
A flame of love kindles my soul
 
Night is gloomy, I have no sleep
 
Come thee sit face to face
 
Modesty of  eyes enchant me
I cease my   ink here
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It Is Not End
 
Failure doesn't means, you lose your confidence,
it means it boost your confidence
 
Failure doesn't mean, you have not experience,
it means you gain new experience
 
Failure doesn't, t mean, you are weak,
it means you to be more strong
 
Failure doesn't, t mean, you miss opportunity,
it means you have create new opportunity
 
Failure doesn't, t mean you have wasted time,
it means you have learned something
 
Failure is not an end
it means to start new.
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Life About Dream
 
I' m silent with my sadness,
But my lips speak happiness
 
Inside I am deeply crushed,
Outside I wear mask of cheeriness
 
They are happy in their lives,
But alone i stand with my bleakness
 
Oh, life ever you hurt,
Dreams of happiness never turn
 
What deserted life will offer,
Embrace it with wide arms
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Spark Of Love
 
Oh, my heart, what happened,
Thy spark ignited my heart
 
Your eyes flare threw me to fire,
It lit fire without smoke
 
A fire of love has no cure,
Its cure resides in fire
 
The blaze of thoughts burns again,
Valley of the fire calls me again
 
No one could secure you from its flames,
Only thy spark can wash off inner sins
 
Thy light of love turns to pinnacle,
Afterwards then, he will embrace you full arms
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